Quantum process tomography of each directly implementable quantum gate used in the IBM quantum processors is performed to compute gate error in order to check viability of complex quantum operations in the superconductivity-based quantum computers introduced by IBM and to compare the quality of these gates with the corresponding gates implemented using other technologies. Quantum process tomography (QPT) of C-NOT gates have been performed for three configurations available in IBM QX4 processor. For all the other allowed gates QPT have been performed for every allowed position (i.e., by placing the gates in different qubit lines) for IBM QX4 architecture, and thus, gate fidelities are obtained for both single-qubit and 2-qubit gates. Gate fidelities are observed to be lower than the corresponding values obtained in the other technologies, like NMR. Further, gate fidelities for all the single-qubit gates are obtained for IBM QX2 architecture by placing the gates in the third qubit line (q[2] ). It's observed that the IBM QX4 architecture yields better gate fidelity compared to IBM QX2 in all cases except the case of Y gate as far as the gate fidelity corresponding to the third qubit line is concerned. In general, the analysis performed here leads to a conclusion that a considerable technological improvement would be inevitable to achieve the desired scalability required for the realization of complex quantum operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental implementation of any quantum information processing task is all about initializing the system qubits to an aptly chosen quantum state followed by manipulating the initial state through a set of unitary and/or non-unitary quantum operations to obtain the desired output state and ultimately measuring that to obtain the expectation value of the desired observable. Implementation of a multi-qubit unitary quantum operation of arbitrary dimension requires application of local and non-local operations (quantum gates). Local operations are usually realized by means of external control fields, whereas the non-local operations are implemented by exploiting internal Hamiltonian. Perfect realization of these quantum operations is possible only in the ideal scenario. In practice, the accuracy with which a quantum operation can be realized is limited by imperfect designing and implementation errors, and environmental effects. To circumvent or to suppress these factors which reduces accuracy, we need to design robust control fields. In order to design control fields robust against environmental effects, design errors and implementation errors, it becomes imperative to characterize the control fields. The procedure of characterizing quantum operation and hence control fields is known as quantum process tomography (QPT) [1, 2] . It (i.e., QPT) inherently involves QST [3] . This is so because a quantum operation (except the selective measurements) linearly maps input density matrix to output density matrix. The procedure of QPT involves initializing system-qubits in an aptly chosen density matrix basis followed by application of a process on these basis states and ultimately characterizing output quantum states through QST.
The idea of QPT was introduced in 1997, but the first experimental demonstration of QPT was done in 2001 using a nuclear magnetic resonance-(NMR) based architecture [4, 5] . Since then QPT has been performed using various quantum computing architectures, including architectures based on linear optics [6] [7] [8] [9] , ion traps [10, 11] , superconductivity [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , and nitrogen vacancy (NV) center [18, 19] . Until now, a large number of modified and new methods for QPT have also been devised. Most common methods are like ancilla-assisted quantum process tomography (AAQPT) which reduces the number of experiments required to be done for the complete characterization of a quantum operation by exploiting ancillary qubits [7] , single-scan quantum process tomography which allows characterization of a process in one scan and thus allows to tomograph a dynamical processes [20] , adaptive process tomography which utilizes the advantages of the adaptive strategies applied to state reconstruction, and allows to tomograph a process with ultimate bound of precision for state tomography [21] . These schemes for QPT are demanding in the sense that either they require to perform a large number of experiments or they require a large amount of resources [1, 7, 20] . This is why a set of simplified QPT schemes have been developed. Such a scheme exploits prior knowledge of type of interaction involved in generating the dynamics and hence remove scaling problem involved in a standard method for QPT [22, 23] and that in the recently devised bootstrap tomography [24, 25] . Another method which is based on error detection and arXiv:1805.07185v2 [quant-ph] 25 Jul 2018
does not involve QST is direct characterization of quantum dynamics [26] .
In the last few years, QPT has played an extremely important role in the experimental quantum computing and communication, as it has led to the procedures for designing more precise and robust control fields. This is what motivated us to perform QPT for the quantum operations that are implemented in the different architectures of 5 qubit IBM quantum computers (i.e., in IBM QX2 and IBM QX4). Here, it may be apt to note that the IBM Corporation has recently introduced a quantum computing platform [27] with two five-qubit quantum processors [28] accessible through the cloud to the registered users. Quantum information processing (QIP) on these processors involves initialization, manipulation, and measurement of Transmon qubits by utilizing superconductivitybased QIP architecture. A QIP task in an IBM quantum processor may involve a set of unitary and non-unitary operations (measurements). Unitary operations in the IBM quantum computers is governed by a quantum circuit comprised of single-qubit and multi-qubit gates selected from the Clifford+T gate library. In order to examine the goodness of these gates, in what follows, we have completely characterized the quantum gates using standard method of QPT. This investigation is further motivated by the fact that the IBM quantum computers have already been utilized to implement various quantum computing (e.g., [29] [30] [31] ) and communication [32, 33] tasks and in many of these works quantum state tomography (QST) has been performed and quantum state fidelity has been reported to be low or moderate [34, 35] . This is in sharp contrast to the fact that the fidelities of the gates given in the IBM quantum processors' backend information [36] is very high. Interestingly, no serious effort has yet been made to perform QPT of these gates and to investigate the origin of low or moderate quantum state fidelity as a consequence of the imperfection of the implemented gates (i.e., low gate fidelity). Present work aims to look into this particular perspective, and thus to establish that the present technology would require considerable improvement in gate fidelity to achieve the desired scalability.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II, we briefly describe the theory of QPT. In Sec. III, we present a scheme for performing QPT on IBM QX4 and IBM QX2 quantum processors. Our results of QPT performed on IBM quantum processors are presented and analyzed in Sec. IV. The paper is finally concluded in Sec. V
II. THEORY OF QPT
A general quantum operation (ρ), linearly maps a density matrix ρ into another density matrix ρ such that ρ = (ρ). Here, ρ is the input density matrix and ρ is the output density matrix. In the following, for the sake of completeness, we briefly describe the theoretical framework of QPT [1, 2, 37] . In operator sum representation, output density matrix ρ can be written as
where, {E k } are Kraus operators such that k E † k E k = I [37] . Determining quantum operation is equivalent to determining a set of operational elements {E k }. In practice, determining these operators correspond to determining a set of complex numbers for each operational element E k . Thus, expanding E k in terms of fixed set of operators {Ẽ m } such as E k = m e kmẼm , whereẼ m forms an operator basis.
Here, χ mn = e km e km * are elements of a positive Hermitian matrix known as χ matrix. Matrix χ completely characterizes the corresponding quantum process expanded in operator basis {Ẽ m }. This is why χ matrix is also known as process matrix. Let's choose {ρ j } as the basis in which a density matrix of arbitrary dimension d = 2 n can be expanded, where
and (ρ j ) can be written as
Here, (ρ j ) is the experimental outcome obtained from the state tomography performed for the input state ρ j and allows us to compute λ jk , also comparison of Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 leads to the relation
For given input density matrix ρ j , output density matrix ρ k , and basis operatorẼ m β jk mn can be calculated using
While, λ jk can be obtained from tomography results using Eq. 4. As inversion of β jk mn is guaranteed (see Ref. [37] ), one can rewrite Eq. 5 as follows.
Here, χ and λ are column vectors of dimension d 4 × 1 containing elements χ mn and λ jk respectively while β
Matrix β is then constructed by arranging elements β jk mn for jk row-wise and mn column-wise. Keeping this theoretical framework in mind, in the following section, we will describe an explicit protocol for performing experimental QPT on the IBM quantum processors.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME FOR PERFORMING QPT ON THE IBM QUANTUM PROCESSORS
IBM quantum processors are based on superconducting Transmon qubits. Our experiments have been executed on IBM QX2 and IBM QX4 processors. Topology of superconducting qubits and allowed C-NOT operations in each of these architectures are given in [28] . Description of the architectures topology, type of qubits, means to manipulate them (control fields, transmission lines, and gate library), and measurement schemes have been provided in [36, 38] . A useful summary of the architecture description is also available in [33, 34] . Here we restrict ourselves from restating those information. However, for the sake of completeness, we provide important experimental parameters including Hamiltonian parameters and decoherence times for IBM QX2 and IBM QX4 processors in Table I and in Table II , respectively. This is in accordance with the information provided by IBM in [36, 38] . [36] . The first row is qubit index q[i] in IBM quantum computer. The second row shows resonance frequencies ω R of corresponding read-out resonators. The qubit frequencies ω are given in the third column. Anhormonicity δ as provided in the fourth row, is a measure of information leakage out of the computational space. We can compute δ by taking the difference between two subsequent transition frequencies. The fifth and the sixth rows are qubit-cavity coupling strengths χ and coupling of the cavity to the environment κ for corresponding qubit. Longitudinal relaxation time (T1) and Transverse relaxation time (T2) are given in the seventh and the last rows, respectively. [38] . The first row is qubit index q[i] in IBM quantum computer. The second row shows resonance frequencies ω R of corresponding read-out resonators. The qubit frequencies ω are given in the third column. Anharmonicity δ as provided in the fourth row, is a measure of information leakage out of the computational space. As before, δ can be calculated by taking the difference between two subsequent transition frequencies. The fifth and the sixth rows are qubit-cavity coupling strengths χ and coupling of the cavity to the environment κ for corresponding qubit. Longitudinal relaxation time (T1) and Transverse relaxation time (T2) are given in the seventh and the last rows respectively.
As explained in Sec. I, method for QPT inherently involves QST. Procedure for performing QST on IBM's quantum processors is extensively described in an earlier work of ours [34] . In the following, we revisit the essen-tial elements of QST.
1. Prepare the density matrix which is to be tomographed.
2. Measure direct observables i.e., perform measurement in computational basis.
3. Transform unobservable elements to the directly observable elements by means of a unitary transformation followed by measurement in computational basis.
4. Apply Hadamard gate to transfer information encoded in {+, −} basis to computational basis {0, 1}. Subsequently, perform measurement in Z (computational) basis for each qubit.
5. Apply S † followed by Hadamard H to transfer in-
} basis to computational basis {0, 1}. Subsequently, measure in Z basis for each qubit.
Collect probabilities from experimental outcomes
and calculate expectation values of all observables constituting density matrix in Pauli basis.
7. Calculate A = i p i e i , where p i is the i th outcome of measurement and e i is the i th eigen value of operator A.
Of course QST requires multiple experiments and the number of experiments to be performed increases with the dimension of the density matrix to be tomographed. Still it's a less complex task in comparison to QPT. This is one of the reasons that QST is reported in a handful of papers on IBM quantum computers [34, 39, 40] but QPT procedure has not yet been reported in any work. This point will be further clarified below as we would explain the procedure adopted here for performing the experiments required for QPT.
A. Single-qubit QPT
Following the procedure explained in Sec. II, in what follows, we explain the procedure for QPT adopted here to perform complete characterization of single-qubit gates used in IBM QX2 and IBM QX4 quantum processors.
A schematic diagram illustrating the procedure devised for the singlequbit process tomography for our choice of basis ρ i : ρ 1 = |0 0|, ρ 2 = |0 1|, ρ 3 = |1 0|, ρ 4 = |1 1| and fixed set of operatorsẼ m = {I, X, −i Y, Z} is shown in Fig. 1 . Execution of single-qubit process tomography on IBM's quantum processors require following steps.
1. Initialize density matrix to the basis element ρ 1 by preparing qubit of interest q[i] to state |0 .
2. Apply quantum process (ρ) on initial state |0 .
3. Perform measurement in Z basis (direct observable) which reveals λ 11 and λ 14 .
4. Apply Hadamard gate to transfer information encoded in {+, −} basis to computational basis {0, 1}. Subsequently, measure in Z basis.
5. Apply S † followed by Hadamard H to transfer information encoded in {r + , r − } basis to computational basis {0, 1}. Subsequently, measure in Z basis. 6 . Use above two steps together to obtain λ 12 and λ 13 .
7. Repeat steps 1-5 for all ρ i in order to get all λ ij .
8. Compute β −1 using Eq. II forẼ m = {I, X, −i Y, Z}.
9. Finally, calculate vector χ using Eq. 5 and thus reconstruct the process matrix χ.
During experimental implementation of the above procedure for the experimental realization of QPT in the IBM quantum processors one should be careful about a caveat, i.e., ρ 2 and ρ 3 are non-Hermitian so it is not possible to prepare them experimentally. In order to overcome this limitation, we have used a concept proposed in [37] . Specifically, we have performed two experiments as follows: (i) Prepare an initial state |+ , apply operation (ρ), and tomograph the output state (|+ +|). (ii) Do the same experiment with the initial state |− and tomograph the output state (ρ)(|− −|). Subsequently, we may compute (ρ 2 ) and (ρ 3 ) using the following equations. FIG. 1. Scheme for performing single-qubit QPT on IBM's quantum processors. The first column shows input state initialized to basis ρj followed by application of the quantum operation (ρ) as mentioned in the second column. The Third column contains output states ρ k as a result of application of quantum operation. The fourth and fifth columns are steps of standard procedure for quantum state tomography [3, 41, 42] . The fourth column contains gates/combination of gates used to transfer unobservable non-diagonal elements X and Y into observable diagonal elements while the fifth column shows measurement in Z basis. Measurement outcomes obtained from three experiments are shown in the last column.
We have used the above scheme to perform QPT of all the single-qubit gates on IBM's quantum processors IBM QX4 (for all the possible positions of the gates) and IBM QX2 (while the gate to be tomographed is placed in the third qubit line only). Results of QPT has been reported in Sec. IV and summarized in Table III for IBM  QX4 processor and in Table IV 
B. QPT of C-NOT
In the following, we discuss QPT of C-NOT gates used in the IBM QX4 processor. The only two-qubit gate that can be implemented directly in IBM QX2 and IBM QX4 is CNOT. For our experiments, we have used IBM QX4 version of the processor (now it has been changed to IBM Q5 tenerife). This 5-qubit quantum processor used to allow direct implementation of C-NOT gates in six configurations out of total 20 possible configurations. We have performed QPT of C-NOT gates only for three such positions as that would be enough to establish our point. These configurations are Following the theory of QPT as explained in Sec. II we have computed the relevant χ matrices. For the purpose of computing χ matrices, we choose input basis as ρ i = {|00 00|, |00 01|, |00 10|, |00 11|, |01 00|, |01 01| , |01 10|, |01 11|, |10 00|, |10 01|, |10 10|, |10 11| , |11 00|, |11 01|, |11 10|, |11 11|}, for i = 1 : 16 and fixed set of operatorsẼ = {I I, I X, −i I Y, I Z, X I, X X,
Further, we followed the steps demonstrated in Sec. II (i.e., to initialize a two-qubit system under consideration into input basis ρ i followed by application of process and ultimately performing QST of two-qubit output states ρ j ) to get all the λ ij values. Further, we compute β matrix using ρ i , ρ j ,Ẽ m , andẼ n and ultimately χ matrix.
Similar to single-qubit QPT case, also in case of C-NOT gate initialization of non-Hermitian input states i.e., ρ i − {|00 00|, |01 01|, |10 10|, |11 11|} are not allowed which restricts further application of QPT, instead we use appropriate linear combination of elements from the following set of physical states (i.e., |0p 0p|, |0m 0m|, |1p 1p|, |1m 1m|, |p0 p0| , |m0 m0|, |p1 p1|, |m1 m1|, |pm pm|, |mp mp| , |pp pp|, |mm mm|) in order to realize input states with the help of formula used in III A.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Following the procedure described in the previous section, QPT for various single-qubit gates and C-NOT gates in three configurations that can be realized on IBM's quantum computing architectures have been performed. Representative results for IBM QX4 are illustrated in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4 , and Fig. 5 . These results can be used to compute fidelity. In fact, fidelity [43] of experimentally obtained χ matrices with the theoretical ones may be viewed as the gate fidelity and it has been computed by using the following formula
Here, χ th and χ exp are theoretical and experimental χ matrices, respectively. For single-qubit case, we perform QPT of all the gates namely, (a)
† for all qubit lines for IBM QX4 architecture and for the third qubit line (i.e., q [2] ) for IBM QX2. Fidelities for all the single-qubit gates and for all the possible qubit lines for IBM QX4 are given in Table III . Similarly, in Table IV , we provide the results for IBM QX2. In Fig. 2 , we show real and imaginary part of χ matrix for H gate on third-qubit for both processors. χ matrices for IBM QX2 with fidelity F H =0.9650 are shown in middle trace and for IBM QX4 with fidelity F H =0.6060 are shown in lower trace. Furthermore, in Fig. 3 we report real and imaginary part of χ matrices for H applied on all qubits along with their fidelities. Real and imaginary part of χ matrices for all the gates applied on third-qubit, for IBM QX2 architecture are shown in Fig. 4 . Results of QPT have been summarized in Table IV for IBM QX2 processor and in  Table III for IBM QX4 processor. Comparing the values of fidelity mentioned in these two tables, one can easily conclude that the IBM QX2 would usually perform better than IBM QX4, as IBM QX4's gate fidelity is always higher than that of IBM QX2 (except for the case of Y gate. Similarly, in case of two-qubit gates we have performed QPT of C-NOT gates C 1 N 0 , C 2 N 0 , and C 3 N 2 . The χ matrices obtained for these C-NOT gates are shown in We may compare our results with other reported QPT results to develop a feeling about the quality (goodness) of single-qubit gates that can be implemented in IBM's quantum computing architecture. For example, singlequbit gate fidelity, in superconducting qubit based architecture has been reported as 0.98 [44] , in nitrogen vacancy center based architecture has been reported as 0.99 [45] , and average fidelity of single-qubit gates in nuclear magnetic resonance architecture has been reported as 0.98 [20] . A glance on our results reveals H gate on third-qubit line has the best gate fidelity with maximum fidelity of 0.97 (cf. Fig. 2) . A comparison of IBM's best gate fidelity with gate fidelities achieved in other architectures reveal that the quality of the gates implemented in IBM quantum processors are lower in comparison to other architectures. Similarly, fidelity of C-NOT gate in NMR architecture is '0.99 while in NV center architecture it is 0.98. Although there are several process tomography techniques and which one to use is subject of their best applicability, unfortunately measures for the good- ness of gates used in these techniques are not monotone of each other, so a direct comparison of gate fidelities from two techniques (for example as in present case Randomized Bench Marking [46] and standard QPT [1] ) is neither feasible [47] nor is the aim of the present study, instead we just wish to report bad quality of single-qubit gates as revealed by standard quantum process tomography.
V. CONCLUSIONS
IBM quantum computers allow a user to utilize gates from the Clifford+T gate library with some restrictions on the applicability of C-NOT gates based on the selected architecture. In this work, we have performed QPT for all the quantum gates that can be directly implemented in IBM QX2 and IBM QX4 architectures. Specifically, QPT has been performed and thus gate fidelity is computed for (i) all the single-qubit gates in all possible positions (i.e., gate fidelity is computed by placing each of the gates in all five qubit lines) in the IBM QX4 architecture, (ii) all the single qubit gates placed individually in the third qubit line in IBM QX2 architecture and (iii) C-NOT gates in IBM QX4 architecture in three allowed configurations namely, C 1 N 0 , C 2 N 0 , C 3 N 2 . The obtained gate fidelities show that except for the Y gate, the fidelity of the quantum gates implemented in IBM QX4 is better than the same in IBM QX2. Further, it's observed that the obtained gate fidelity is often lower than the corresponding values obtained earlier using NMR and other technologies. Specially, fidelities of C-NOT gates are found to be really low. Only C 3 N 2 has a reasonably good fidelity. In brief, the quality of the gates implemented in IBM QX2 and IBM QX4 are not at per with the best results produced in other technologies. This is what has led to lower state fidelity in various cases reported earlier. Further this limitation of the gates has restricted the maximum number gates that can be applied in a particular architecture of IBM quantum computers. This also indicates that the superconductivity-based technology used in IBM quantum computers need to be improved considerably before a scalable quantum computer can be built using this technology. Here comes the most important relevance of the present work-as it provides a method for complete characterization of the process, it may be used to improve the control fields and thus help in the journey of building scalable (or at least relatively bigger) quantum computers.The procedure devised here is quite general. Keeping these points in mind, we conclude this article with an optimistic view that the present work will not only provide physical insights into the earlier reported results, it will also contribute to the future development of the related technologies.
